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Begin forwarded message:

From: NOEL EPELBOIM <noel@epelboim.com>
Date: Oct 24, 2019 at 7:14 AM
To: NOEL EPELBOIM <noel@epelboim.com>
Cc: Tanya Little <tanya@epelboim.com>, Erika Pereira <erika@epelboim.com>, Patricia Epelboim
<patricia@epelboim.com>, Carolina Dalul <carolina@epelboim.com>
Subject: Groundbreaking EVEN Hotel Atlanta

 
Dear Partners:
 
We are happy to announce we are having the Ground Breaking of the EVEN Hotel Atlanta Cobb-Galeria today
October 24th 2019. \

Among the important milestones that were overcome till this moment we have:

Issue with Georgia Power was resolved technically and legally resulting in a slightly revision of the site plan and
ground floor of the original project and the proper recording of an easement to allowed for the Georgia Power
cables to be legally included in our property docs.
Revisions to the project to include latest improvement to the EVEN brand were included at the same time.
An additional room resulted form this changes for a total of 133 keys.
Hotel Management Agreement was executed with Real Hospitality for the management of the hotel
The License agreement with IHG was revised to account for the new dates
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General Constructor agreement executed yesterday 10/23/2019  with completion date (TCO “Temporary
Completion Date”) of March/2021.
Construction Loan was renegotiated with a different lender on better terms and a lower interest rate.

 
Pending milestones to be resolved immediately after we start construction:

Closing on construction loan is next week
Raising in EB-5 has undergone a crazy process due to the fact that the law is changing on Nov 21st to almost
double the amount and different set of rules where most projects will not qualify. As a result of that, many
developers have been giving away in a desperate form all kinds of “sweet deals” stealing investors from other
projects.  This has resulted in a lot of shifting between projects of investors that already had committed but not
funded. In our case,  even though at one point we had 100% reservations therefore technically sold-out of our
EB5 raise, between the ones that did not complete the Sorce of Funds satisfactorilly or shifted to other projects,
we ended up as of today 9 “in” out of 17 maximum investors allowed per the offering docs and we feel that we
shall close with not less than 13 to 14 investors on or before Nov 21st, leaving us with a shortage of 3 to 4
investors that will eventually could be covered by the construction loan approved.
There is an increase in the construction cost as a result of the issue with Georgia Power and some increases in
the job market. We decided that the most convenient way to approach this was to negotiate up to a point, which
we did, and then close the contract with the GC and start the job.  We will be filing a claim against the
professionals involved in the error that caused the delay and most of the additional cost will be recouped, is the
goal.

As a side comment, we are going to reevaluate the market and projections based on the fact that  the projections
provided by IHG on our Alpharetta EVEN Hotel about yo open this year, were more positive than our own internal
projections.
 
We are going to provide a full economic report before the end of the year as soon as we close the loan, start
construction, and have studied the likelihood of success and to what amount we can recover the delay costs.  
 
Cordially,
             

NOEL EPELBOIM
CEO-President, EPELBOIM DEVELOPMENT GROUP
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